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ABSTRACT
 
"The whole village educates the child"-old African saying
 
Schools haveseen a growing number of parents and other community
 
membersrespond to a cry for help from public schools as the student to teacher
 
ratio rises. For children to become literate, many need individuat attention from
 
supportive adults.
 
Many of these senior and parent volunteers have not stepped ihto an
 
elementary classroom in decades. They are unfamiliar with natural litefacy
 
strategies and techniques that help support young readers. They fall back on
 
de(X5ding and skills techniquesthey were taught many years ago. According to
 
Spreadbury, "I believe that there is agreat need to inform parents about how
 
teachlrig in schoolshaSChanged from their school days and the reasons why
 
this isso"(1994,p.22).
 
Parentsand volunteersdesperately need ideas and strategies to help
 
support beginning readers in the process of obtaining meaning from print.
 
When parents and volunteers are empowered with strategies,they are better
 
able to support the reader in the first through third grade classroom.
 
The goal of this project is to create a strategies workshop for parents and
 
volunteers that will emphasize the use of natural literacy strategies to help
 
support the first through third grade reader in the classroom. When parents
 
and volunteers are empowered with strategies,they are then able to support
 
reading in the classroom. This workshop will be a beginning step in bridging
 
the gap so parentsand volunteerscan become a useful addition in supporting
 
the process of helping children develop a love of reading and become lifelong
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CHAPTER ONE
 
Introduction and Statement of Problem
 
"The whole village educates the child."-old African saying
 
Schools have seen a growing number of parents and other community
 
members respond to a cry for help from public schools as the student-to-teacher
 
ratio rises. Parentsand other community volunteers, especially seniofs,can
 
help bridge thisgap betweenT teacherand thirty and fortystudents.
 
Manyofthese senibr and parentvolunteershave notstepped into an
 
elementary classroom in decades. They are unfamitiar with natural literacy
 
strategiesand techniques that help support young readers. They fall back on
 
decoding and skillstechniquesthey were taugbt rnany years ago. This project
 
emphasizes educating parents and volunteers in the use of whole language
 
strategies to help support the reader in the firSt through third classroom.
 
Myschool is locMed near several retirement-oriented housing
 
developments. Many of these seniors have expressed a desire to get more
 
involved in the community,especially working with children at our elementary
 
school.
 
We also have many young families in our neighborhood where only one
 
parent works outside the home. Many of these parents have also expressed a
 
desire to become more involved in their child's education and have several
 
hours per week to voiunteer in the classroom. Parentscan play a vital role
 
when they become involved in their child's education. According to Routman
 
(1991)the importance of parent involvement is backed by research on effective
 
schools. Routman states,"Effective pafent Involvement programs, all of which
 
have elements in common- positively effect achievement across diverse
 
popuiations'Xp.485). With an awareness and training in natural literacy
 
strategies,{parents can then better help supportthe iearning processat home
 
and in the classroom.
 
Many parentsand volunteers are unfamiliar with the fact that there are
 
various approaches when teaching reading. Parents'impression of reading is
 
in reality their impression of reading instruction. Many parents and volunteers
 
fall backon the only approach they arefamiliar with when it comesto reading,
 
based on their personalexperience as early readers many years ago,the
 
decoding approach. The decoding approach relies heavily on phonics as a
 
meansto learn to read. Many of these parents are misinformed about the
 
natural literacy approach Asa result, many of these parents and volunteers
 
believe that phonics is not taught in whole language or natural literacy and
 
have other misconceptions about how reading istaught,hOw children learn to
 
read and th® QoalOffeading. Because of these misconceptions by parents,the
 
media and others, whole language has become an unpopular and
 
misunderstood approach to reading, I have chosen instead to usethe term
 
natural literacy in this pro|ect. 1tbink parentsand volunteers will be more open
 
and willing to acceptthe term natural literacy.
 
There arevarious approaches to teaching reading. One approach is
 
decoding. Within the decoding approach,the smaller unitsofsound are
 
introduced starting with the separate sounds produced from letters and moving
 
into larger chunksof sound created from words. Children learn letter/sound
 
correspondence so they can sound-out or"decode" words. The alphabet is
 
taught along with the soundsthe letters represent and phonics rules are
 
learnecl and emphasized. The students use these phonics rules in reading
 
when they come to a word they don't know-they apply the appropriate phonic
 
rule to sound out the word. According to Weaver(1988),"...Most proponents of
 
a phonics approach seem to think that once words are identified, meaning will
 
take care of itself. The emphasis ison rapid and fluent decoding rather than
 
comprehension"(p.41). Theteacher emphasizesflash cards,workbook pages,
 
driils, and vdcabulary words to practice reading. The goal is to sound out every
 
word correctly.
 
Another approach to teaching reading is the skills approach. The skills or
 
"look-say"model is similar to decoding irt that reading is taught through
 
isolated skills. Whole word recognition is the focus through children learning to
 
recognize basic sight wordssuch as J,and, the,tree,dog,and apple.
 
According to Weaver(1988), "Advocates of a sight word approach argue that if
 
children can begin with a Stock of about 100 basic sight words,they will be able
 
to read about half the words in any text they might Ordinarily encounter"(p.42).
 
This sight word approach also assumes that once these basic sight words are
 
idehtified, n^eanihg will take care of itself. Language and reading are taught
 
from parts to wholelike the decoding approach, but larger units of meaning and
 
iridividual words are emphasized rather than sounds. Word recognition is the
 
focus rather than meaning.
 
In the skills approach reading books have a controlled vocabulary in order to
 
place emphasis on learning individual sight words. Basal readers are most
 
often used in this approach. Common goals are to be able to recognize flash
 
card words out of context and be able to answerthequestions in the book at the
 
end of the story. Many parents and volunteers are familiar with decoding and
 
skills instruction because it wasrnostlikely the way they were taught to read.
 
Another approach to teaching reading is the natural literacy approach.
 
Learning language is thought o^^sa natural process of communication where
 
learning takes place from the whole to parts, in and out,through and beyond
 
reading and writing lust as it did when children learned to talk. Students are not
 
grouped by their ability to read or write but may choose to work individually or in
 
groups depending on their Interests. Language istaughtasa natural process
 
of communication. Making personal meaning out of what is being read is more
 
important than pronouncing every word correctly.
 
The goal in natural literacy is for children to make meaning of what they are
 
reading and writing. The students areiaught strategies to predict, corrfirm,and
 
integrate knowledge to gain meaning from their reading. The student learns to
 
read by combining all three cueing systems of language which are
 
graphophonic or symbpl-Sound cues, syntaCtiC'pften called grammatical cues,
 
and the semanticcues Or rneaningv^ natural literacy,students integrate the
 
symbol/sound relationship cueing system by seeing the relationship between
 
thesoundsof language and their graphic synrvbols. WithIhe syntactic-grammar
 
cueing system students learn the functions of gram^^m and spelling when
 
writing or reading sOrriething that haspurpose. With the Semantic-meaning
 
cueing system,the focus is on constructing rheaning out of what a student is
 
reading or writing. According to Smith(il985)children do not need to master
 
phonics to learn to identify words while reading."Onceachild discovers whata
 
word is in a meaningful conte)d,learning to recognize itoh another occasionis
 
assimple as learning to recognize a face on a second
 
OGcasion,and does not need phonics"(ppl.129-130). Teachers help Ghildren to
 
recognize and use various strategies which facilitate meaning-making.
 
Natural literacy learning is taught through natural and authenticforms of
 
reading, writing, listening, and speaking. Naturalforms of language lear^^^^^^^^
 
include encouraging children to choose their own reading materials. Students
 
are encouraged to choose books, magazines,articles, and stories based on
 
their own interests. They begin to take ownership for their own learning and to
 
trust thernselves as learners. When students are given choices in their readins
 
and writing, based on their own interests,they develop more confidence and
 
are more willing to take risks and participate, engage,and stretch themselves
 
as learners to try things they thought were not possible. Students begin to
 
view language as a tool for expressing themselves and to make sense of the
 
world they live in. They read "real" books rich with words and meaning, not
 
modified versions with controlled vocabulary. M.Manning(1995)states that,
 
"The language arts are best learned naturally as students engage in these
 
processes in authentic ways using whole and real-life activities and
 
materials"(p.52). Manning goes on to say that students construct their own
 
knowledge or nieaning from within, rather than having it imposed on them from
 
the outside. Students are not grouped by ability by the teacher but choose
 
projects based on what they have read and participate in small group and
 
individual activities based on their own areas of interest. Within a natural
 
literacy approach,children learn to read and write naturally by building upon
 
their own language and experiences. They read and write everyday, with the
 
emphasis on reading "real" literature and writing that has"real" purpose.
 
Reading Instruction istaught within natural literacy but through tlOmdnstrations,
 
strategies, and mini-lessons in context to student needs.
 
In natural literacy,the role of the teacher is more of a coach and guide to the
 
Student rather than a director, Thefocus of learning is on the students rather
 
than the teacher. Reading and writing projects are not chosen by the teacher
 
but by the student. Symbol to sound correspondence is used as young readers
 
and writers need additional assistance but is taught in the context of meaningful
 
written language. Real,quality, literature is used in natural literacy.
 
In a natural literacy classroom,the teacher also becomesa"learner". A
 
sense of community develops when everyone learnsfrom each other,and
 
people's opinions are shared and respected. When individual similarities and
 
differences are shared and respected students develop confidence and trust in
 
their own inner "voice". They draw personal meaning from what they read and
 
write.
 
This project will equip volunteers with natural literacy strategies to help build
 
reading success in beginning readers. The reading strategies emphasized will
 
be fluency, making meaning from reading,and encouraging independent
 
reading at home and in the classroom. Parents and other volunteers can then
 
be more effective partners in helping first through third graders develop success
 
and a lifelong love of reading in and out of the classroom.
 
CHAPTERTWO
 
Review Of Litefature
 
When reviewing the current literature about parent and votunteer
 
involvement and supporting reading in the classroom,there are a number of
 
strands that need to be taken into consideration. They are parent and
 
community Involvement in locaischools and the importance of volunteers in the
 
whole language classroom. 1 will also present an overview of the natural
 
literacy approach and reading strategies that help support the reader in the 1-3
 
classroom.
 
"1 believe that there is a great need to inform parents about how teaching in
 
schools has changed from their school days and the reasons why this is so"
 
(Spreadbury,l994,p.22).
 
NATURALLITERACY APPROACH
 
In orderfor parents arid volunteers to support a classroom literacy program, it
 
is importantfortherh to understand the philosophical^imatethe teacher^^h^
 
established in theclassroom. This can help clarify the goalsso everyone,
 
students,teachers and yoluriteers, are working in the same direction. The
 
strategies 1 intend to introduce and practice with parents and volunteers will
 
emphasize a whole language or natural literacy approach.
 
The main goal of natural literacy is for Ghildren to use "active literacy" in their
 
everyday life, not just in school. Regie Routman(1988)defines genuine literacy
 
as"using reading, writing, thinking, and speaking daily in the real world with
 
options,appreciation and meaningful purposesin various settings and with
 
other people"(p.14). She goeson to say that for children to become"actively"
 
literate, school's must change the method In which weteach reading and
 
writing. iVIost parents were taught to read with a traditional approach that relied
 
On breaking the reading processinto smaller, more manageable units,such as
 
letters,sounds and words." Instruction focused on helping students master
 
Individual skills until they could orchestrate their use when reading"
 
(Raphael/McMahon,1994,p.102). This type of instruction began to be
 
questioned in the I970's and 80'sbecause students spent so little time actually
 
reading and reading was viewed as merely an accumulation of skills. Research
 
indicated the valueefteaching reading around authentic literacy experiences,
 
especially the value of usihg reailiterature(Anderson, Helbert, Scott,&
 
Wliklnson, 1985- Durkin, 1978-1979, 1981).
 
According to Harp(1988), natural literacy instruction plaees great emphasis
 
on reading asa process of constructing meaning. Reading and writing are
 
viewed as processes, rather than accumulations of smallskills. Harp(1988)
 
goesonto say.
 
Our assessment of a child's progress should be process oriented rather
 
than product oriented. VVe are productorier^ed when we ask If a child has
 
mastered a specific skill. We are process oriented when we look at
 
improvement in the child's use of the writing processor when we analyze the
 
child's growth in using the processes of reading(pp.160-161).
 
With natural literacy, emphasis is on children prediGting,confirming and self-

correcting when reading. Mooney(1995)discusses the value of teachers
 
helping children establish the habit of not only working for meaning, but of
 
checking and reflecting as they read. According to Goodman,Hood &
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Goodman(1991),"Comprehension depends on the processes of gathering new
 
information (perceiving), playing around with that information (ideating), and
 
later presenting relatedideas(presenting)"(p. 184). This type of meaning
 
making v/hile reading is more valuable than having children answer the
 
questidnsfrom the teacher's manual to check comprehension because it
 
requires children to use higher levei thinking skills which have more than one
 
correct answer.
 
With natural literacy, children are excited about reading and writing and
 
consider themselves to be membersofthe literacy club(Smith 1988). Skills are
 
taught with naturat literacy, but are usually integrated and are discussed
 
naturally when they come up as children reading literature. Learning is
 
experienced from the whole to the part;so asthe needfor skills arise, children
 
are given mini-lessons. fideisky(1987)hastermed this type of information FYls-

For Your Information. An FYtis information presented briefly at a time when it is
 
relevant to the needs of the children.
 
Literacy can be acquired naturally just as children learned spoken
 
language. Accordihg to Routman(1988),
 
In the late 1960s,Don Holdaway,a New Zealand educator,theorized
 
that the waysin which children learn oral language could be used asa
 
developmental moderfor how children learn to read and write. Working with
 
teachers in New Zealand,hetook the4principles(below)and applied them to
 
the classroom."
 
Young Children:
 
1. observe"demonstrations".
 
2. are encouraged to participate actively.
 
3- try out or practiee independently.
 
4. gradually become Gompeten^ and confident(Routnrian 1988 pp.17)
 
This developmental process is used by adults as well as children when learning
 
anything that is new to th^
 
Using poems,songs,stories, and big books,a child in the classroom could
 
Ihteract with meahingfulte^in the samewaythe preschooler Interacted with
 
text while being read a bedtime story. Each word is pointed to asthe text is
 
read and the child is encpuraged to Join in when they are ready. Individual
 
books are available for the child to read independently or with another child
 
later. In this way,children use languagethatis meaningful,haspurpose,and is
 
used naturaily-in whole units, not in small units.
 
When literacy istaught naturally,the activities or task are open-ended. In
 
open tasks,students are usually in control of not only how they carry out the
 
task, but whatthe outcome will be. An open task might involve, aftera student
 
has read a story,choosing a variety of waysto share it with their classmates.
 
They might choose to create a poster highlighting their favorite parts, writing
 
and performing a readers theater, or writing a new ending to the story taking the
 
place of one of the characters. There are many"correct"answersto open tasks.
 
Closed tasks, which are taught in the skills model,are those in which the
 
product and the process are specified. A closed task might be completing a
 
worksheet that goes along with a story the student hasjust read such as filling
 
in the Cloze sentences at the end of tbe story with some ofthe vocabulary words
 
from the story. There is only one"correct"answer in closed tasks.
 
Open tasks create an environment in which children can learn reading and
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 writing asa naturai proeess. Open-endeGl tasks positively affect children's
 
motivation and self-esteem when learning to read. Turner and Paris(1995)
 
summarize the influence of open ended taskson student's motivation with the
 
powerfutinfluence of choice challenge,control,collaboration,constructive
 
comprehension and consequences.
 
"Research hasshown that choiceIsa powerful motivator. When studentscan
 
choose tasks and texts they are interested in,theyexpend more effort learning
 
and understanding the materials"(Schlefeie, 1991, p.664). "Opened-ended
 
activities provide Students with opportunities to mold task to interests and
 
values,thussupporting their efforts to make meaning while engaging them
 
affectively"(Turner and Paris,1995,p.666). Choicecan encourage studentsto
 
take personal responsibility for their tasks by setting goals and deciding how to
 
reach those goals.
 
With a natural literacy approach,teachers often have to find tasksthat
 
challenge students but do not cause frustration or failure. Many times,
 
workbook pages and other assignments are given that children can easily
 
master,thinkingsuch tasks wibuild confidence. Turner and Paris(1995)have
 
found,"The most motivated students were those who were engaged in
 
moderately challenging tasks that te them to make new discoveries and to
 
reorganize their understanding"(p.666). With naturalliteracy,teachers,taking
 
the lead from students,design taeks or opportunities that require reflection and
 
planning that could not be accomplished in a rote or automatic fashion.
 
According to Turner and Paris(1995),children used more and varied reading
 
strategies such as picture Glues, meaningful substitutions and persisted longer
 
at activities when they were challenged.
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Students are given some control over their learning when literacy is taught
 
naturally. Research hasshown that children who share control in their
 
classrooms are more interested in their schoglwork and see themselves as
 
more competent than those In teacher-controlled ciessrooms(Ryan & Grolnick,
 
1986). Children becomemore self-directed and aware of their own learning
 
process when they have control over their own iearning.
 
Newman & Schwager(1993)have described the desired relationship
 
between teachers and students(as well as other students)as"an
 
apprenticeship in which a more able companion guides,supports and
 
chalienges another's understanding(p.663).'' Social benefits and cooperation
 
are also advantages when children collaborate on projects. Children's
 
observationsoftheir classmates' progress may increase their confidence in
 
their own ability to succeed(Schunk, 1989),
 
Ohe of the main goalsof natural literacy is for children to construct meaning
 
from whatthey read and write. "Constructing meaning promotes motivation by
 
assi^ing children in making sense ofIheir learhing-the tasks in which they
 
engage and the strategies they employ"(Paris <&Byrnes,1989,p.669). With
 
this approach,children find that literacy allowsthem to construct purposesfor
 
reading that are entertaining, informational, and useful. Students will associate
 
reading and writing with thinking, challenge, and personal growth(Turner &
 
Paris 1995).
 
With natural literacy, assessment is focused on whether students have
 
achieved the purpose,used good tactics and if they tried to do their best.This
 
creates a positive feeling about effort, ownership, achievement and
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responsibility(Turner & Paris 1995).
 
parental/communityINVOLVE^M
 
With class size increasing in mostschools,children are getting less and less
 
individual time with their Classroom teacher. This increased class size makesit
 
even more difficult for first through third gradestudents to attain the goalof
 
literacy. Ghiidren in the 1-3 classroom are not only focusing on becoming
 
literate, but are learning many school and social skills that become a large
 
focusfor the young student enteringaclassroom for the first time. Because
 
social and schools skills are also being introduced, practiced, caring, helpful
 
adults in the classroom provide needed individual attention to young students.
 
Therefore, parents and community volunteers have become a valuable
 
resource in the elementary classroom. According to Hewison(1985)"Parental
 
help leads to improved readihg performance"(p.48). Flood and Lapp(1995)
 
State, "Every parents benefitsfrom time spentin a classroom. When they
 
participate in their children's education,they acquire insights about their
 
children,the culture of their peers,and the school curriculum that help them to
 
see relationships between their parenting practices and classroom practices"
 
(p.614). Parents are encouraged to tutor individual children at school. They
 
are good at giving students extra attention, praise, and encouragement.
 
Parents provide a valuable resource for both studentsand teachers(Flood and
 
Lapp,1995).
 
Parent involvement is particularly important in natural literacy because of
 
the emphasison the meaningfulness and functionality of reading and its goal of
 
making lifelong readers. A strong home connection is a natural, necessary
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element of this approach(Fredericks & Rasinski,1990).
 
Otherstudies also point to the positive effects parents/volunteers can play in
 
supporting readers. Parent involvement has become an accepted approach to
 
ending reading failure(Hewison,1985) "Effectivefamjly/school partnerships
 
may very well be essential for helping more students reach the ambitious
 
eduction goalsthat the nation hasset for the year 2000."(Solomon,1991,
 
p.359)."Research on parental involvement consistently shows that parents can
 
make a difference in the quality of their children's education if districts and
 
schools enable them to become involved in a variety of ways(p.360).
 
PARENT ANt> VOLUNTEER WORKS^^
 
Parent and vdlunteer workshops are some of the waysschoolscan build
 
stronger partnerships between parents and teachers so that children's learning
 
can take place both at home and in the classroom.
 
According to Solomon(1991),the state of California has adopted a policy
 
on parent involvement which statesthat programsshould be designed to:
 
1. help parents develop parenting skills and foster conditions at
 
home that support learning.
 
2. provide parents with the knowledge of techniques designed to
 
assist children in learning at home.
 
3. provide access to and coordinate community and support
 
services for children and families.
 
4. promote clear two-way communication between the school and the
 
family regarding school programs and children's progress.
 
5. involve parents, after appropriate training, in instructional and
 
support roles at school;and
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6. support parents as decision makers and develop their
 
leadership in governance,advisory and advocacy roles (pp.361).
 
Parents can pe more involved in their own child's education as well as
 
helping other children in the classroom when parent involvement programscan
 
be linked to support reading strategies which reinforce learning in the
 
Classroom.
 
reading STRATEGIES
 
The main focus of the parent/ volunteer workshop(Support a Readerl)will be
 
to introduce whole literacy strategies to parentsand other volunteers that
 
support readers in the classroom. Whatare strategies? Strategies are
 
ideas/questions and plans that help a reader make meaning from print.
 
Strategies are often confused with "word attack skills", or phonics. Strategies
 
are the thoughtful plans or operation readers use while involved in the reading
 
process: these plans are activated, adjusted,and modified for each new
 
reading situation(Routman-1991). According to Don Holdaway(The
 
Foundations of Literacy, 1979),
 
The major difference between a''skiir'and a''strategy'' is the
 
coordinating controi of a human mind operating in puiposeful,
 
predictive, and self-correcting ways. The major difference,then, between
 
"skills teaching" and "strategy teaching"concernsthe presence or
 
absence of self-direction on the part of the learner. In skills teaching the
 
teacher tells the learner what to do and then "corrects"or"marks"the
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response. In strategy teaching the teacher inducesthe learner to
 
behave in an appropriate way and encouragesthe learner to confirm or
 
correct his own responses...(in Routman,1991,p.40).
 
The gobd reader develops personal strategies that use all three major cueing
 
systems(semantic,syntactic and graphophonic)to makesense of print. These
 
readers develop a personal awareness of the strategies they use during
 
different situations.
 
Paired Reading
 
Paired reading begins with a child selecting a book or other reading material
 
she would like to read. The parent or volunteer readsthe text simultaneously
 
with the child. The adult pacestheir reading of the text to fit the child's. The
 
child does not echo what the parent or volunteer is reading,they read it
 
together. When the child feels ready to read the text alone,she gives the adult
 
an agreed upon signal. The reading cycle movesfrom duet to solo and back to
 
duet/solo based on the child's corhfort level.
 
Paired reading seemsto be more successful than reading aloud with the
 
parent/volunteer aslistener. The child mayfeel pressure to perforrrt asa reader
 
and mayfeelunable to carry out the task competently and independently-

Listening to a child read does not demonstrate to the child that reading is an
 
event in which meaning is interactively and socially constructed. Thefocusof
 
reading then becomes a solitary task.(Hayden 1995/96).
 
This is an compelling reason to equip parents and volunteers with
 
strategies to help the young reader that reaffirms reading as a meaning making
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activity. When parents and volunteers are empowered with strategies and
 
resourGes,they are then able to support learning strategies thatare similar to
 
those in the classroom.
 
Toomey(1993)reviewed over40studies of parents hearing their children
 
read at home. These studies indicated this practice may not result in literacy
 
gains, particuiarly for the at-risk reader, unless parentshave received some
 
training in specific proceduresto assist their children during the reading
 
sessions. His review indicates that low competence students may need more
 
than a listening parent to Improve their reading abilities(Hayden,95/96).
 
Based on the theoretical framework that maintains that parents scaffold
 
their children's literacy development by reading to them and supported
 
by the research that addressesthe centrality of meaning In the reading
 
process^ the strategies contained within the paired reading approach
 
encourage less able readers to movefrom supportive {reading with
 
parent)to independent readingas parents and children share texts
 
together over a relatively short period of time.(Hayden,95/96 p.335).
 
Parentsand volunteersmeed to create an environment where readers are
 
supported through so they can make meaning from print.
 
Shared Reading
 
Shared reading is another natural literacy strategy that helps invite children
 
to become readers. During shared reading an adult and a child or group of
 
children spend unhurried and uninterrupted time viewing, reading and sharing
 
a book together, Children are able to act and be seen as readers asthey
 
participate in or opt in and out of reading while the adult ensures that the
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author's message and the flow of meaning are maintained throughout the book
 
(Mobney1994). During the first readirtg ofa book in shared reading,the aim is
 
to help children think like an author and act like a reader. Ghildren unfold the
 
author's message and<ievelop confidencein how the text works that allow them
 
to read along with you{Mooney 1994).
 
Mooney goeson to state many of the benefits ofshared reading with children
 
of any age,but especially in the early stages of their reading and writing
 
deveiopment. Shared reading provides opportunities for you to;
 
1. create a welcoming and supportive climate which encourage the
 
cbildren to participate in supported reading.
 
2. acknowledge the children's contributions as those of readers
 
and writers.
 
3. provide opportunitiesfor children to participate in a variety of
 
4. show the roles of author,illustrator and readerin creating
 
and recreating meaning.
 
5. modelstrategies that children may soon require in guided and
 
independent reading.
 
6. introduce an increased range offormsof writing and illustrative styles
 
in asupportive setting and without overt expectations.
 
7. draw children into the reading through the intrigue,fun and
 
excitement of the book.
 
8. introduce new, memorable and more complex language.
 
9. increasefamiliarity with book language through texts beyond
 
the children's levefof independent reading.
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10. model fluent,expressive reading that creates interest and
 
invites participation.
 
11.demonstrate how readers decide the most appropriate response
 
to atext(pp.71).
 
Discussion and commertts during shared reading can demonstrate predictive
 
and confirming strategiesa reader uses to maintain theflow of the text.
 
Examples of open-ended questioris that encourage children to make meaning
 
from their reading are asfoilows:
 
1.[wonder how _____can get out of this predicament?
 
2. 1 hopethe next page will tell me how.,.
 
3. 1 was really surprised when.. .Wasthat how you expected it to
 
happen?
 
4. That wasan unusual and surprising ending, wasn't it? What else could the
 
author have done?
 
"Most qMestions and discussion starters at the end of the reading Should
 
engender thought or discussion with thegroup rather than "an answer"for you.
 
You are modeling how readers think rather than inviting a response"(Mooney,
 
p.72).
 
Contextual Readirig Strategies
 
(what to do when you come to a word you don't know)
 
Readers need to be able to use a variety of specific strategies or cues to use
 
when they come to word when reading and "get stuck". Newman and Church
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(1990)explain that everyone uses graphophonic clues(symbol/sound) when
 
reading but these aren't the only cluesgood readers use. We use a variety of
 
other language cues;cues about meaning(semantic cues)and cues about the
 
structure ofa panicular text passage(syntacticcues). We usegictorial cuesand
 
bring our general knowledge about the subject into play.
 
According to Routman(1991),
 
When readers get stuck,the teacher needsto help them to help
 
themselves by providing prompts. Alwaysthe message to the child is,
 
'How can you help yourself ?' The child then learns that he is
 
responsible for doing the reading work and that the teacher will help him
 
when necessary"(p.42).
 
Routmangoeson tp State specific strategies to use when a child comesto a
 
word they don't know and getsstuck:
 
* Remind the reader to start the sentence again.("Try it again.")
 
* Ask the reader if whathejust said made sense.("Doesthat make
 
sense?"(semantics)"Doesthat sound right?"(structure)
 
* Tell the reader to skip the word and read on to the end of the sentence.
 
("Now,what isthe word?")
 
* EncouragO the reader to take an educated guess.("Whatdo you think it
 
could be?")
 
* Remind the reader to take a careful look at the word. ("Could it be...?"
 
What would you expecttosee at the beginning of...? "What would you
 
expect to see at the end of...?" "Whatdo you see here?")
 
* Ask if he can find the word on a previous page. ("Where else did you see
 
that word?")(p.42)
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Natural literacy teachers do teach symbol/souhd correspondence but not as
 
sornething separate from actual reading and writing. Teachers might offer
 
studentssomesymbol/sound hints at an appropriate moment after they have
 
successfully figured out an unfamiliar word.
 
For children to become literate, many need ihdividual attention from
 
supportive adults. Parents and volunteers desperately heed ideas and
 
strategies to help support beginning readers in the process of obtaining
 
meaning from print. When parents and volunteers are empowered with
 
strategies,they are then able to support reading in the classroom.This
 
workshop will be a beginning step in bridging thegap so parerrts and
 
volunteers can become a useful additibn in supporting the classroom teacher
 
in the process of helping children become lifelong readers.
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CHAPTER THREE
 
Goals,Outcomes,and Limitations
 
GOALS
 
This project develops a school-wide, hands-on workshop for volunteers in
 
the 1-3classroom where a natural literacy philoeopliy and strategies will be
 
shared and practiced in a fun, ndn-threatening environment. Glassroom
 
volunteers with be equipped with strategies that help support beginning readers
 
in the classroom. Classroom votunteerscan then become partners with the
 
teacher to help studentsdevelop a love for reading and become lifelong
 
Volunteers want to be an effective partner in helping children become
 
literate. To be effective, they mustshare and contribute to the philosophical
 
climate in the classroom. When strategies used in the classroom are shared
 
with the volunteers,they begin to understand and support the philosophical
 
climate In the classroom.
 
OUTCOMES
 
One Of the expected outcomes of this project is to empower parents and
 
volunteers with natural literacy reading strategies where children are
 
encouraged to make personal meaning from whatthey are reading in natural
 
and authentic ways. When volunteers are equipped with natural literacy
 
strategies,they can help help support beginning readers in the primary
 
classroom.
 
Another outcPme of this project isfor parents and volunteers tolend
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support to the classroom teaGher In gradesonethrough three. When teachers
 
and parents/voiunteers wprk together using the same philosophy, children will
 
benefit as readersfrom their combined support and guidance. Lastly,but
 
perhapsthe mostimportant expected Outcomeof this project is for parents and
 
volunteers to be more effective partners in helping first through third graders
 
develop success and a lifelpng love of reading in and out of the classroom.
 
LIMITATIONS
 
One of the main limitations of this project is the limited target population of
 
its volunteers. This project'sfocus popuiation is middle and upper income
 
famities with schoolaged children and middle and upper income seniors. The
 
middleIncome families and seniors must have one adult member who does not
 
work outside the home or who hasflexible work hours. They must be able to
 
volunteer at least 1 hour a week in the classroom on a regular basis.
 
Asecond timitation is teachers and administrators will need to support the
 
idea ofhaving parents and seniorsbe a partoftheir classroom. Teachers must
 
be willing to spend time introducing volunteers to their own classroom
 
philosophy and then support the voiunteer as needed.
 
A third limitation is the volunteers commitment to change.The whole literacy
 
philosophy and strategies introduced in the workshop might be completely
 
different than the way the voiunteers learned to r^^ themselves. Volunteers
 
must be able to committo a"nevv view of reading''and be wilk^^^^ to accept and
 
support readers with whole literacy strategies.
 
APPENDIX
 
VOLUNTEER STRATEGIES WORKSHOP;
 
SUPPORTA READER1
 
INTRGpUCTION
 
In my schoors CGmmunity,we are fortunate to have parents,seniors,and
 
others expressing an interest in voluhteering their time working%the classroom
 
vvith indiyiduaistuderits. Unlike teachers,hiany of these senid parent
 
volunteers have not stepped into an elementary classroom in decades. They
 
are unfamiliar with strategies and techhiques that heip support young readers.
 
I wanted the volunteers to be truly helpful in their effort to support readers
 
in itiy classroom.Asvoiunteerscame into my classroom, J ended up spending a
 
lot of time with each ofthem,sharingmy philosophy about reading,and the
 
reading strategies I was encouraging my class to use. I would share bits and
 
pieces ofthese ideas and strategies with different yolunteersthroughout the
 
week. I began to realize that if the ideas and str my reading program
 
were shared with my volunteers in a workshop during non-schooi hours, I would
 
not only be saving myselfsome time, but I could do a more through job. If I
 
could equip volunteers with natural literacy strategies it would help build
 
successful readers in my classroom. The yolunteers could be more effective
 
partners in helping my readers become Successful and develop a lifelong love
 
of reading both in and out of the classroom.
 
This is how Support a Readertcame into being,Irealized that in
 
order for parents and volunteers to support a classroom literacy program, it is
 
important for them to understand the philosophical climate the teacher has
 
established in the classroorri. nrhis helps clarify the goals so everyone.
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students,teacher, and volunteers are working in the same direction.
 
The strategies I intend to introduce and practice with parents and volunteers
 
will emphasize a whole language or natural literacy approach. Regie Routman
 
(1988)defines genuine literacy as"using reading, writing, thinking and
 
speaking daily in the real world with options, appreciation and meaningful
 
purposes in various settings and with other people"(p.14). She goes on to say
 
that for children to become"actively" literate, school's must change the method
 
which we teach reading and writing.
 
When literacy is taught naturally,the activities or tasks are open-ended.
 
In bpen-tasks,students are usually in control of not only how they carry out the
 
task, but whatthe outcome will be. Open tasks create an environment in which
 
children can learn reading and writing as a natural process. Open-ended tasks
 
positively affect children's motivation and self-esteem when learning to read.
 
Parent involvement is particularly important in natural literacy because of
 
the emphasison the meaningfulness and functionality of reading and its goal of
 
making lifelong readers. A strong home connection is a natural, necessary
 
element of this approach(Fredericks& Rasinski,1990).
 
The main focus of the parent/volunteer workshop(Support a Reader!)
 
will be to introduce natural literacy strategies to parents and other volunteers.
 
What are strategies? Strategies are ideas,questions,and plans that help a
 
reader make meaning from print. Strategies are plans that readers use while
 
involved in the reading process which the reader adjusts, activates and
 
modifiesfor each new reading situation(Routman,1991). Parents and
 
volunteers will be introduced to paired reading,shared reading,and contextual
 
reading strategies(what to do when you come to a word you don't know).
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This workshopegn be adapted for 2-3 parents/vOlunteersfrom one
 
playroom or for a school-wide wbrkshop. Please adapt it to meetyour own
 
specific needs in your classroom or'at yourschool site.
 
1 hope your parents/volunteers become empowered with natural literacy
 
strategies and then are able to support readers in your classroom and at your
 
school site. This workshop is meant to be only a beginning step in bridging the
 
gap so parents and volunteers can be a useful addition in supporting the
 
classroom teacher in the processof helping children become lifeto^^^ readers.
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Support a Reader!
 
Agenda for Presenters
 
1. Thank You and introduction ofPresenters
 
2. Outline Philosophyanddefinereading using3approaches-decoding,
 
skills and natural literacy.
 
3. I^fj-Engllsh Reading Experience-Hand out#1
 
a. Discussidn-What did you do to try to figure it out? List on chart paper
 
4.introduce Contextual Strategies;
 
a. Ask which parenta^olunteers are readers. Ask whatthey do
 
when they come to a word they don't know when reading. List on chart
 
paper. Add strategies that are not listed by parents- Handout#2
 
5. Introduce Paired reading -Handout #3- practice /questions
 
6. Introduce Shared reading-Handout#4 - practice/questions
 
7. Discussion/Additional Questions
 
8. Evaluation-Handout#5
 
9. Completeform listing when they are available to volunteer-

Handout#6(emphasize the importance of their volunteering-

teachers and children will be looking forward and planning for
 
their arrival-please try call the teacher at school the day before if they
 
cannot votunteer that week.)
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Support a Reader!
 
Agenda for Volunteers
 
1. What Is Reading? Three approachesto teaching reading.
 
a. Decoding Approach
 
b. Skills Approach
 
c. Natural Uteracy Approach
 
2. Non-English Reading Experience.
 
3. What are Strategies? Examplesof waysto support beginning
 
readers.
 
4. Now what? Paired and shared reading.
 
5. Practice
 
6. Discussion and Questions
 
7. Evaiuatiori
 
8. Volunteer Sign-up
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Reading Approaches
 
Decoding Approach
 
One approach to teaching reading is the decoding approach. Within the
 
decoding approach,the smaller units of sound are introduced starting with the
 
separate sounds produced from lettersand moving into larger Ghunks of sound
 
oreatedfrom words. Children learn letter/sound correspondence so they can
 
sdund-out or"decode"words. The alphabet is taught along with the soundsthe
 
letters make and phonics rules are learned and emphasized. The students use
 
these phonics rules in readihg when they come to a word they don't know-they
 
apply the appropriate phonic rule to sound out the word. The goal is to sound
 
out every word correctly. Flash cards of letters and sounds,phonics
 
worksheets,and commercial phonics programs are examples of the decoding
 
method.
 
Skills Approach
 
Another approach to teaching reading is the skills approaGh. Whole word
 
recognition is thefocus through children learning to recognize basic sight words
 
such as I, and,the,tree,dog,and apple. Thissight word approach also
 
assumesthatonce these basic sight words are identified, meaning will take
 
care of itself. Language and reading are taughtfrom parts to whole like the
 
decoding approach, but larger units of meaning and individual words are
 
emphasized rather than sounds. Word recognition is the focus. Round robin
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readiflg groups,ditto sheets and basal readers are examplesofthe skills
 
approach-

Natural Literacy Approach
 
Another approach to teaching reading isthe ^hole language or natural
 
literacy approach: Learning language is thought ofasa natural process of
 
communication where learning takes place from the whole to parts, in and out,
 
through and beyond reading and writing just as it did when children learn to
 
talk. Language istaught asa natural process of communication. Making
 
personal meaning out of what is heing read is moreimportant than pronouncing
 
every word correctly.
 
The goal in natural literacy is for children to make meaning of whatthey are
 
readingand writing. Thestudentsaretaught strategiesto predict(what they
 
think is going to happen?),confirm (did it happen the way I thought it would?),
 
and integrate(relate it to their personal experience)knowledge to gain meaning
 
from their reading.
 
Students are encouraged to choose books, magazines,articles, and stories
 
based on theirown lrrtereats. They begin to takeownershipfor their own
 
learning and to trust themselves aslearners. When studentsare given choices
 
in their reading and writing,based on their own interests,they develop more
 
confidence and are more willing to takes risks to participate, engage,and
 
stretch themselyesaslearners.
 
Anothergoalof natural literaGy isfor children to use"active literacy''in their
 
everyday life, not just in school. Regie Routman(1988)definesgenuine literacy
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as using reading, writing, thinking, and speaking daily in the real world with
 
options, appreciatioh and meaningful purposes in various settings and with
 
other people.
 
Using poems,songs,stories,and big books,a child in the classroom interacts
 
with meaningful text in the same way the preschooler interacted with text while
 
being read a bedtime story. Each word is pointed to asthe text is read and the
 
child is encouraged to join in when they are ready. Individual books are
 
available for the child to reaci later. In this way,children use language that is
 
meaningful,has purpose,and isused haturally-in whole units, not in small
 
units.
 
Learning is experienced from the wholeto the part,so asthe need for skills
 
and strategies arise,children are given rnini-lessons. Edelsky(1987)has
 
termed this type of information FYls-For Your Information. An FYI is information
 
presented briefly atatime when it is relevant to the needsof the children.
 
Buddy reading, poems,songs,stories, big books,and magazines are examples
 
of natural literacy.
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Noh-English Reacling ExperienGe
 
Goal: For adults to experience the difflGulty beginrilng readers encounter when
 
they are asked to find their name tag or desk when they enter school.
 
Preparation:
 
1. Choose a corhputer font to print English into non-English.
 
(le:Timesand Cairof^acintoshfonts)
 
2. Assemble a list ofthose parents attending the workshop.
 
3. On the cornputer pririt the namesin Engiish,then ohange the
 
namee into non-English using the font.
 
4. On the computer,type thenursery rhyme in English,then
 
change the nursery rhyme into non-English using thesame font the
 
narne tags were printed in.
 
Procedure:
 
1. Before the workshop begins,tape the name tags up on the front
 
chalkboard.
 
2. Tell the audience that you are going to give them the
 
oppoilunityto be beginning readers again. Explain that each of them
 
hasa name tag up on the front board,and that you would like them to
 
come up and choose their tag. Discuss with the parentssome of the
 
strategiesthat they can use to decide which narhetag is theirs. They
 
can look at the number of letters,or after one person has found their
 
tag,they can use information aboutthe letters to find their name.
 
3. After parentshavechosen their nametag,tellthem that the
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information that they have gained from the name tags(the characters that
 
stand for each tetter of the atphadet)will be helpful In reading.
 
4. Place the nursery rhyme that is printed in non-English on the
 
overhead. <3ive the parentsafew minutes to work together in figuring
 
outhow to read the nursery rhyme.
 
5. Discussthe Strategies that they used to figure out the non-

English story. The parents will tell you that they used background
 
information of the English alphabet to read the story.
 
6. Compare these strategies to the strategiesthat a beginning
 
reader used when asked to read a nametag or a book. The strategies
 
that a beginning reader uses are their knowledge of the alphabet,the
 
pictures in the iiterature they are exposed to,and background
 
knowledgefrom their experiences.
 
7. Compare beginning reading to beginning language. The parents
 
can recall how their child began to speak. Explain that beginning
 
reading is developmental just as beginning speaking is developmental.
 
Explain that all children develop at different rates,and that children in
 
school are in thesame class but that they are at different levels of
 
development.
 
8. Explain to the parents that their role in beginning reading is thesame
 
asit was when their child began to ppeak, Parents praisethe
 
achievements and lovingly encourage the child in other areas. The self-

esteem ofthe child is the most importaJ^factor. The child will sense the
 
parents'frustration. Once the child feels like a failure,the parents
 
havean even harder job ofworkirig with a heginnirig reader.
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Handout #1
 
Mary had a little lamb,
 
It's fleece was white assnow,
 
And everywhere that Mary went,the lamb wassure to go.
 
Itfollowed her to sohoot one day,
 
which was against the rules,
 
the children laughed,
 
to see a lamb at school.
 
fi\—
 
riJ3— Ji— I—DDoJi
 
□□□ ii^J] J]D„ 0 ^ „0 
fL oQQ Qi-^QO , 
I—^Di—^DD_e, 
o JDO 
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 Handout #2
 
READING STRATEGIES
 
What are strategies? Strategies are ideas,questions and plans that help a
 
reader make meaningfrom print. Strategies are often confused with "word
 
attack skills", or phonics. Strategies are the thoughtful plans or operation
 
readerstisf while involved in the reading process; these plans are activated,
 
adjusted,and modified for each new reading situation(Routman-1991).
 
Reading Strategies
 
' . or " ■
 
"What can you do when you come to a word you don't know?"
 
*Remind the reader to start the sentence again.
 
"Try it again."
 
* Askthe reader if whatthey just said made sense.
 
"Does that make sense?" "Doesthat sound right?"
 
* Tell the reader to skip the word and read on to the end of the sentence.
 
"Now, What is the word?"
 
* Encourage the reader to take an educated guess.
 
"What do you thiok it Could be?"
 
* Remind the reader to take acarefullook at the word.
 
"Gouid it be.,.?" What would you expect to see at the
 
beginriing of...? "What would you expect to see at the end
 
Of...?" "What do you see here?
 
* Ask if the reader can find the word ona previous page.
 
"Where else did you see that word?"
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Handout#3
 
Paired Reading
 
1. The reader selects a book or other reading material they would like to
 
read.
 
2.The parent or volunteer reads the text simultaneously with the child.
 
The parent or volunteer pacesthe reading ofthe text to fit the child's. The
 
reader does not echo whatthe parent or volunteer is reading,they read it
 
together.When the readerfeels ready to read thetext alone,anagreed upon
 
signal(ex.tap on the knee)is used.
 
3. The reading cycle rnovesfrom duet to solo and back to duet/solo
 
based on the child's comfort level.
 
Shared Reading
 
Shared reading takes places when an adult and a child or group of children
 
spend unhurried and uninterrupted time viewing,reading and sharing a book
 
together. Shared reading createsa welcoming and supportive climate which
 
encourage the children to participate in supported reading.
 
Discussion and comments during shared reading can demonstrate predictive
 
and confirming strategies a reader uses to maintain the flow of the text.
 
Examples of open-ended questions that encourage children to make meaning
 
from their reading are asfolto^^
 
i. t wonder how ■ can get out of this predicament? 
2.1 hope the next page will tell me how...
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3. 1 was really surprised when.. .Wasthat how you expected it to happen?
 
4. That wasan unusualand surprising ending, wasn't it? What else could the
 
author have done?
 
thought or discussion with the group rather than "an answer"for you. You are
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SUPPORT A READER!
 
Workshop Evaluatiori
 
To help us mset your needs better, please fill out the questions below:
 
A. List^Plusesfrom the workshopfthinas vou liked,something that got your
 
attention,something that madesense etc,)
 
1.
 
B. List2wishesfrom the workshop(things we should Ghange next time,
 
sornething weshould edd or delete,etc.)
 
1.
 
2.
 
Other Comments:
 
Name(optional)_
 
Yes, I am willing to help volunteers atthe next Support A Reader! workshop
 
No, I cannot help out at this time, (please circle one)
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SUPPORTA READER!
 
Name Child's name
 
Phone
 
Child's grade and Teacher_
 
is:
 
(please write in a beginning and ending time) 
Mondays:_ ■ . • 
Tuesdays:
 
Wednesdavs:
 
Thursdays:,
 
Fridays:.
 
I prefer to volunteer In grade:(k-3)
 
(1st ohoice) Teacher
 
_(2nd choice)Teacher,
 
Comments/Questions:
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